Double-Take® DR™ for Microsoft® Azure

Cloud-ready, anything-to-anywhere disaster recovery for Microsoft Azure

Double-Take DR helps you create a reliable disaster recovery plan for Microsoft Azure with minimal infrastructure investment or enables you to diversify your existing strategy to avoid a single point of failure.

Double-Take DR is an easy-to-use, scalable disaster recovery solution that can protect and recover data and entire servers across physical, virtual, and cloud-based resources in Microsoft Azure. Because it is fully hardware, hypervisor, and platform independent, Double-Take DR is the optimal solution for cloud-based disaster recovery for Microsoft Azure.

Features

- Use any combination of cloud, virtual or physical servers for total DR flexibility.
- Place your repository server in Microsoft Azure to protect anything and recover anywhere.
- Protect and recover data or servers regardless of the origin and destination.
Protect Anything-to-Anything, Anywhere-to-Anywhere

**Multi-tier Solution, One Provider**
- Flexible Recovery Time Objective (RTO) options for varying levels of protection for data and servers helps you optimize your budgets and protect and recover heterogeneous data centers and infrastructure.

**Low TCO**
- Many-to-One configuration provides low Total Cost of Ownership by reducing the compute, storage, and network resources required for total recoverability.
- Recover only what you need, only when you need it, wherever you need it
- Significantly reduce disaster recovery costs by simplifying the production server’s business continuity cost equation.

**Low RPO**
- Built on Double-Take’s trusted real-time continuous byte-level replication engine.
- Because the target is continuously updated, Recovery Point Objectives are near-zero.

**Simplicity and Ease of Use**
- Choose any Windows or Linux full-server workload, regardless of applications and data configuration, and easily configure protection.
- Take advantage of hosted, private, or public cloud platform scalability and rapid provisioning for complete business continuity without complicated and costly infrastructure.

**Easy Centralized Backup**
- Easily setup centralized backup so that branch or remote offices can offload backup activities and focus on primary business needs.

**Cloud Ready and Optimized**
- Double-Take DR’s platform/hardware independence and state-of-the-art data transfer technologies allow you to setup target repositories anywhere for cloud-enabled Disaster Recovery.